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CONVERGENCE, CLOSED PROJECTIONS AND COMPACTNESS

J. E. VAUGHAN1

ABSTRACT. In this paper several results of N. Noble concerning closed

projections are extended using generalizations of first countable, Frechet,

and sequential spaces.   We also consider compactness conditions defined

by requiring that certain nets have cluster points.

1. Introduction.   The three concepts mentioned in the title are related in

some interesting ways.  As is well known, a space   X is compact if and only

if for every space   Y, the projection  ny: X x Y —> Y is a closed map.  In [3]

it was proved that a space   X  is countably compact if and only if for every

sequential space   Y the projection ny:  X x Y —> Y is closed.  In [13], N.

Noble was interested in generalizing this and related results by use of

[a, b]*compactness and   f> —a-sequential spaces, and he gave some ingenious

techniques for studying the relations among these concepts.  Several theorems

in Noble's paper [13] are stated in terms of [a,  i)]-compactness, but the

property "every h — a-sequence has a cluster point" is used in the proofs

instead of [a, f)]-compactness.  We noted in [17] that this property (which we

called property  Nil, h]) is not equivalent to [a, 6]-compactness, and so

several results in [13] need to be reconsidered. Theorem 1.4 of [13] should

be restated in terms of N[ct, fc]  rather than [a, 6]-compactness.  When this

is done, Theorem 1.4 of [13] says that every   6 —a-sequence in   X has a cluster

point if and only if for every 6 —a-sequential space   Y,  the projection  ny:

X x Y —i Y is closed.  This and similar results suggest that there is a connec-

tion between (a) certain nets in   X have cluster points, (b) the topology of   Y

is "determined" by the same kind of nets, and (c) the projection 77y: Xx Y—► Y

is closed.  This fact is the content of Theorem 1 in this paper.

Our main result (Theorem 2) deals with infinite product spaces, and its

-
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proof is based on the techniques developed by Noble to prove Theorem 4.lof

[13].  We pointed out in [l6] that Theorem 4.1 of [l3] is not correctly stated,

and we gave a version of it there.   In this paper we get another version of it

as a corollary to Theorem 2.

2. Convergence and closed projections. We will use the standard

terminology concerning convergence of nets (Moore-Smith sequences) as

found in [ll].   Let  ii be a class of directed sets.   A net / is called an Q-net

if its domain is in O. We define cardinal numbers to be initial ordinal numbers,

and denote them by u>   .  In particular a> = a>0  and  a>.   are respectively the

first infinite and the first uncountable ordinals.

Definition 1. A collection of subsets j of a set X is said to be an ÎÎ-

filter base (ÎÎ is.a class of directed sets) if there exists D £ Q, and a map /

of D onto ? suchthat d<d' implies fid) D fid').

Definition 2.   A topological space X  is called an Sl-neighborhood space

provided each point x £ X has a local base which is an iî-filter base.

Definition 3.   A space X  is called an Çl-Fréchet space provided that for

every  H C X,  and every x £ H, there exists an O-net with values in  H which

converges to x.

Definition 4.   A space is called an 0,-net space provided a set  H Ç X  is

closed if and only if / is an Q-net with values in  H which converges to x

implies x is in H.

What we have called an Í2-Frechet space was called a space of "type

CO" by G. Birkhoff [2] and a 33-space by K. Wichterle in closure spaces [l8].

When Í2 = {cú\, these definitions reduce to their prototypes: first countable,

Fréchet,  and sequential spaces (see S. P. Franklin [4]). Situations similar to

the one above have been considered by several authors.   P. R. Meyer [l4] has

considered the case where 0  is the class of all directed sets having cardi-

nality less than or equal to m. H. Herrlich [7], N. Howes [9], and D. C. Kent

[12] have considered the class of all well-ordered sets, and D. Harris [6] has

considered the case where fi = i<y   !  and a>    is regular.

Definition 5.  For a space X  and an fi-net /: D —> X which converges

to x £ X, let W(f, D, x) = f(D) u i*i. A space X is said to have the Q-weak

topology provided a subset H C X  is closed if and only if  H n Wif, D, x) is

closed in each  Wif, D, x) with respect to the subspace topology on Wif, D, x) C X.

It is well known that for the case O = ÍcüS, Definitions 4 and 5 are equiv-

alent. We  give an example  at  the end of this section to show that they are

not the same for every il. For a space   X, these Wif, D, x) form a natural

cover in the sense of Franklin [5].
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Definition 6.   A space   X  is said to be ß-compact if every ß-net in  X

has a cluster point.

It is easy to check that a space is ß-compact if and only if every ß-

filter base J"  on  X has an adherent point (i.e., (\{ F \ F £ j\ 4 0), and that

many kinds of compactness are special cases of ß-compactness for a suitable

choice of the class  ß.

If ß is the class of all directed sets, then ß-compactness is just

compactness.  If  ß = {cú\, then a space is ß-compact if and only if it is

countably compact.  A space   X is called initially m-compacl if every filter

base  J"  on   X with   |j| < m has an adherent point.  If ß  is the class of all

directed sets having cardinality  < m,  then ß-compactness is equivalent to

initial m-compactness. If ß is the class of all directed sets  D such that

every countable subset of   D has an upper bound in  D, then ß-compactness

is equivalent to the Lindelöf property.  If ß is the class of all <a-directed

sets  D (i.e.,every subset of   D of cardinality strictly less than a   has an

upper bound) with   \D\ < 6,  then ß-compactness is by definition the property

G[a, 6] discussed in [18]. If ß is the set of all Sa(m) = {H | H C m and

\H\ < aj where   a< m < 6,  then ß-compactness is, by definition, the property

N[a, £>] mentioned in §1.  If ß = {(ú,,\ where &>,, is regular, then ß-compact-

ness was called <u   -compactness in 16].

Theorem 1.   Let  X  be a topological space and ß  a class of directed

sets.

A. The following five conditions are equivalent.

1. For every 0,-net space   Y, ny:   X x Y —► Y   is a closed map.

2. For every subspace  Y of an 0,-net space,  rry:  X x Y —► Y  is a

closed map.

3. For every 0,-Frechet space   Y,  ny:  X x Y —► Y  is a closed map.

A.  For every Çl-neighborhood space   Y,  ny:  X x Y —> Y  is a closed

map.

5. X  is Q-compact.

B. The next condition implies each of the above five.

6. For every space   Y with the 0,-weak topology,  ny:  X x Y —► Y

is a closed map.

Proof.   The only implications which require much effort are  4 —> 5  and

5 —» 1,  and these are simple extensions of Mrówka's proof of the analogous

situation for sequences  [15, p. A]. More general results of this nature are

known [4].  The definition of ß-net space was chosen to make the proof of
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the implication   5 —> 1  as easy as possible.  Finally,  6 —> 1 because every

ß-net space has the ß-weak topology (see Proposition 1).

We now consider some other ways that one might have used to define the

concept of ß-net spaces.

Definition 7.   Let  a be an ordinal number and  ß a class of directed sets;

We now define the ath  ß-net closure operator for a space   X.   It will be de-

noted by Sa or by  S    if the class  ß is understood.  For each H C X define

SQiH) = H and  S JH) = \J\SßiH)\ß < a \ it a is a limit ordinal and  S J.H) =

SÂH) U ix e X I %  is the convergent limit of an ß-net in  S ÍH)\ where   r is the

immediate predecessor of  a.

This concept was defined for the sequential case by A. Arhangel skii

and S. Franklin [l], by P. Meyer for the m-sequential case [14], and Wichterle

[18] for closure spaces.  Any one of the following seven conditions, which

are equivalent for the sequential case,  ß = {cú\, would be a candidate for the

definition of ß-net space.  We chose the first one as the definition because

it was convenient in Theorem 1. It is interesting that six of these conditions

are equivalent for any class  ß of directed sets.  The proof of this fact is

essentially the same as the proofs of various results in the theory of sequen-

tial spaces and closure spaces.  We sketch a proof for convenience of the

reader.

Proposition 1.   For a space X with topology S, conditions (i)—(vi) be-

low are equivalent and imply condition (vii).   Let H C X.

(i) H is closed iff   f is an O-net with values in  H and f converges to x

implies  x  is in  H.

(ii)   For every   H C X,  H = S (H) for some ordinal a (note that the 0-

Fréchet spaces are those spaces such that H = SAH)).

(iii)  H  is closed iff f is an O-net which converges to x  and f is fre-

quently in H   implies x is in H.

(iv) H  is closed iff f is an O-net which converges to x and x 4 H

implies f is eventually in  X\H.

(v)   U  is open iff f is an O-net which converges to x £ U  implies f is

eventually in   U.

(vi)  The topology J   for X  is the largest for which each J -convergent

0,-net converges.   By this we mean the following:   If J    is a topology for X

which satisfies the condition:

(*)  // / is an 0,-net and J -converges to x,   then  f also S -converges to x,

then 3" C 3".

(vii) X has the weak topology with respect to convergent O-nets.
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Proof,  (i) —> (ii).  Set T = \X\   ,  i.e.,  r is the first initial ordinal larger

than the cardinal number of  X.  Since H C STití) C H, one can easily prove

the desired result by showing that SAH) is a closed set.

(ii) —♦ (iii). One can easily prove by transfinite induction that SaiH) — H

for all  a.  The result follows from this,   (iii) —► (iv) and (iv) —► (v) are

trivial, and (v) —► (vi) is straightforward.

(vi) —» (i).  This result follows easily from the following observation:

Lemma.   // /:   D —> X  ¿5 a net which converges to x and is frequently

in  H C X,   then there exists a net g:   D —► H such that g converges to x.

We have shown that (i) to (vi) are equivalent. It is easy to prove that

(i) —► (vii) and this completes the proof.

We now show that (vii) is not equivalent to the other six properties in

Proposition 1.

Lemma.   Let 0  be a class of directed sets with the property that for

each D £ 0,   every subset of D  with cardinality less than m  has an upper

bound in  D ii.e.,   D   is <m-directed).  If X  is a  T., O-net space, then

either X  is a discrete space or the character of X  is greater than or equal

to m.

Proof.  We assume that  X is not discrete and show that  X has character

> m.  If not, let   x £ X be such that  x is not isolated and has a fundamental

system of neighborhoods   R with   \K\ < m.  We get a contradiction by showing

that H = X\jxj is "ß-net closed" but clearly H is not closed, If D e ß and

/:  D —> H, then / does not converge to x,  since, if it did, then for every

N £ 31 there would be  d„ £ D such that  d > dN  implies  fid) £ N.   Let  d be

an upper bound for  {dN \ N £j\\.  Then  fid) = x which contradicts the fact

that the range of / is in  //.   This shows that every convergent ß-net in  H

converges to a point in  //.

Example.   A space   Y and a set  ß such that   Y satisfies (vii) of

Proposition 1, but   Y  is not an ß-net space.  Take   Y to be the convergent

sequence  {l/n:  n = 1, 2, ...} U {Oj with the usual topology, and  0={a>l\.

By the above lemma applied for m = cuy, Y is not an ¡Wji-net space. On the

other hand,   Y  does satisfy property (vii) since there  is  a  convergent

{tUjj-net / such that   Y = Wif, cOyO).

We also point out that condition 6 of Theorem 1  is not equivalent

for every  ß to the other conditions in Theorem 1.  The space   Y above has

the (&). i-weak topology, and  X,  the natural numbers with the discrete

topology, is {(ú. i-compact, but the projection from  X x Y  onto   Y  is not
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closed.  This also shows that   Y is not a subspace of any {c¿j.}-net space.

3. Infinite products.   A class  C  of topological spaces is called an ß-

compact test class if the following holds:  For a space   X,  if the projection

from  X x Y   to   Y is closed, for all   Y £ C,  then   X is ß-compact.  By

Theorem 1, the classes of ß-neighborhood, ß-Frechet, ß-net spaces, and

spaces with the ß-weak topology are ß-compact test classes.  We agree that

the product over an empty index set is the space consisting of one element.

Lemma (Noble [13, Theorem 1.8]).   Let X = njXja < m}  where  m  is

infinite.   If for each a„ < m, the projection from IlSXa| a < aA  onto

V\X   I a < aA  is closed, then for each a0,   the projection from  X  onto

njXa| a < anj is closed.

Theorem 2.   Let 0  be a class of directed sets,   m  an infinite cardinal,

C  an O-compact  test class,   and {X    \ a < m\ a family  of spaces.   If for

every   a„ < m and for every  Y £ C,   the projection from n{Xa | a < aQS x Y

to n{Xa| a < a A x Y  is closed, then ll!Xa| a < mS  is O-compact.

Proof. To show that X = LljX | a < m S is ß-compact it suffices to take

an arbitrary V6v. and show that the projection from X x Y to Y is closed.

Define

Y if a = 0,

i X„    .    if 0< a <cú,

X_ if co < a < m.

a

The hypothesis implies that the projection from  Il{Za| a < cu! onto

U{Z  I a < a A is closed for each a. < m.   By the above lemma, the projec-

tion from  n{Za| a < ml  onto   Z    is closed, i.e.,  77   :   X x Y —► Y  is closed.

Thus   X is ß-compact.

We now give a useful corollary to Theorem 2, and call attention to the

fact that it reduces the question "When is the product of 720 7?2ore than m

ß-compact, ß-neighborhood spaces again ß-compact?" to the question "When

is the product of less than m ß-neighborhood spaces again an ß-neighborhood space?".

Corollary 1.  Let {Xa\ a < m} be a family of O-compact, O-neighborhood spaces.

If the product of less than  m  O-neighborhood spaces is again an O-neigh-

borhood space, then  D{X   I a < mj  is O-compact.a

Proof.   If   Y is an ß-neighborhood space, then so is  I1{X   | a < ani x Y

for each aQ < m.  By Theorem 1, the projection from  Xa   x (Il{ X   I a < aA

x Y) onto n!.Xj a < aA x Y is closed; so by Theorem 2, H{Xa | a < ml is ß-compact.
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From Corollary 1, we get the results of Noble that a countable product

of Lindelöf P-spaces is Lindelöf, and that a product of no more than  m

initially m-compact spaces of character < m is initially m-compact.  The idea

to use closed projections to prove these product theorems is due to Noble .

This last result can be proved using filters, and the referee pointed out that

this was first done by I. Glicksberg [19, p. 380], who proved the following

more general result:  A product of at most m  initially m-compact spaces, all

but at most one having character < m, is initially m-compact. Some recent

developments in such product theorems are given in [20],

Noble's Theorem 4.1 in [13] can be restated as follows:

Corollary 2.   If X - Yl{X. | / < <y{ is a countable product where each  X.

is «X-discrete, of character <h,   and satisfies property  G[a, fj],  then X

satisfies property  G[a, b].

Proof.   Take  ß to be the class of all  < a-directed sets of cardinality

<6.  A space is an ß-neighborhood space if and only if it is < a-discrete

(i.e., every intersection of less than   a open sets is open) and has character

< b. Since every finite product of such spaces is again a space of the same

kind, the result follows from Corollary 1.

If we strengthen the hypothesis of Corollary 2 by making the assumption

that each  X.  is [a, b]-compact, we still cannot conclude that the product  X

is [a, b]-compact (see Example 3.6 of [16]).  One way to get that conclusion

is to require that   a be a regular cardinal and that   ÍT = Í). With these assump-

tions, [a, 6]-compactness and property   G[a, 6]  are equivalent (see [17,

Theorem 2]).
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